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ABSTRACT: Particulate matter (PM10) can produce harmful effects on human health and the environment in general.
Therefore, information on diurnal variation of PM10 is important as it provides insights on exposure time as well as potential
sources of the pollutant. This study aims to identify the major pattern of variations in the diurnal PM10 levels over Peninsular
Malaysia during the summer monsoon. Using Functional Principal Component Analysis, it shows that Peninsular Malaysia
experiences three major patterns of PM10 diurnal variation. The first mode characterized the day-to-day vertical shift in the
level that dominantly occupied the western coastal region which is strongly contributed by PM10 concentration during
morning and late evening busy hours. The second mode exhibits the day and night contrast of the level which is likely to be the
result of the photochemical reaction during the daylight time and is dominant in the northwest coastal region. The third mode
features a shift in the level at around 3.00 pm and achieved the maximum at 8.00 pm as the results of two bimodal peaks of
PM10 concentration during the day and night hours. This pattern of variation delineates the northern part of the Malaysian
Peninsular. The results have also provided evidence that vehicular emission is the primary source of PM10 pollution in
Peninsular Malaysia. Industrial activity and mixing factors are also proven to be the second and third major contributing
sources towards PM10 variation.
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1.
INTRODUCTION
The recurrent occurring of PM10 pollution has become a
common problem in Southeast Asian Countries, including
Malaysia [1]. PM10 pollution is often associated with haze
incidences and often reported to occur almost every year.
PM10 has become an important pollutant in the country and
was proven to be significantly related with respiratory
mortality, particularly in the busy areas such as in the Klang
Valley [2].
Temporal variation of a pollutant is defined as the variation
over time within a certain period, while spatial variation
refers to the variation at different locations in a region. The
knowledge on the spatial and temporal variation of the
pollutant has become an essential input to many fields of
research [3]. In the exposure and health related studies for
example, both temporal and spatial variation are critical
since the information provide better understanding on the
representativeness of air quality towards the potential
exposure and impact level on human health [4].
In environmental monitoring activities, characterizing the
spatial and temporal behaviour of pollutant assists in
investigating the formation, transport, and accumulation of
the pollutant in the atmosphere [5]. Other than that, spatiotemporal analysis can also provide insights on the sources of
PM10, as well as suggesting a better model that can describe
PM10 emissions, transport, and atmospheric concentrations
[6]. As suggested by [7], the shape of pollutant diurnal curve
could also help to ascertain if a site is exposed to the locally
generated or long-range transported pollutant.
Several studies have been conducted to investigate the
temporal and spatial variation of PM10 worldwide.
However, noticeably, the study analyses are often conducted
using point average data to explore the variation of PM10. By
this approach, consequently, the continuous nature of PM10
level and its dynamic behavior are often ignored in the data

analysis. This approach could lead to limited findings (i.e.,
about the implicit information) due to the insufficiency of
input data since the average data are summary values and
static in behavior. As for example, in the study by [8], spatiotemporal analysis of PM10 concentration was conducted to
investigate seasonal variation for the Malaysian environment.
Based on the employment of daily point average data and the
conventional principal component analysis (PCA), the
findings of the study have led to an understanding of the
regionalization nature of PM10 and its seasonal variation
over a one year period. However, diurnal variations were not
discussed. Therefore, to further increase the knowledge on
PM10 diurnal variations for the Malaysian environment, this
study was conducted.
In this current study, the analysis is conducted using
functional data to incorporate the continuous and dynamic
nature of PM10 concentration level by means of Functional
Data Analysis (FDA). Functional data are defined as
recorded data that arise in a continuum such as time or space.
In the context of PM10, the data are defined as the function
of time. The other objective of this study is to explore several
important modes of diurnal variation that exist in the
environment of Peninsular Malaysia and its spatial
distribution, as well as their associated contributing sources
using Functional Principal Component Analysis (FPCA).
2.
METHODOLOGY
In the study analyses, the daily and hourly recorded PM10
data are treated as functional data or curves instead of daily
average values. Therefore, the original daily by hourly
recorded data must be first converted into functional data or
curves before the FPCA is conducted. Figure (1) shows the
example of five days PM10 curves after the data conversion
process. Data conversion is defined as converting discrete
data into functional data or curves.
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a need to determine how many numbers of the principal
components (PC) to be retained so that the components are
enough to convey important information in the data. In this
case, following the approach by [11], the technique of
principal component ranking with respect to eigenvalues
using a scree-plot is used.
The first step in FPCA is to find the first eigen-weight
function 1 (t ) that maximizes the mean square of the
component

score,

that

n 1 i Si21

is

for

which



Si1  1 (t ) zi (t )dt , i  1,...,30 subject to the normality
Fig (1) physical forms of five PM10 daily data (curves)

For this study, any day xi , the PM10 data (y) recorded at

xi  [ yt1 , yt2 ,...,yt 24 ] , is
converted into a continuous function xi (t ) using basis
time tj with j=1,…,24 that is

constraint

  (t ) dt  1 . Repeat the subsequent step until
2

1

the desired number of PC for example m. The weight
function for the mth PC, the  m (t ) is also required to satisfy



m

(t ) 2 dt  1 and  m (t )k (t )dt  0, k  m .

Given

the variance-covariance function such as:

function:

n

v( s, t )  n 1  zi ( s) zi (t )

K

xi (t )   Ck k (t )

(1)

k 1

we can obtain

where the term k (t ) is the basis system consisting of k
number of basis functions and C k is the basis coefficients.
The coefficient C k was determined using the ordinary least
squares (OLS) method. After the data were converted into
curves (functional data) then analysis to extract the diurnal
variations is conducted using FPCA.
FPCA is one of the most important exploratory tools in FDA.
The analysis is conducted using mean centered curves
because the interest is primarily in characterizing the main
deviations of each curve from the average curves [9]. In
comparison to FPCA, PCA is known as a classical approach
to the exploration of variation in multivariate data, while
FPCA is used for functional data or curves. Both methods are
generally aimed and used for data reduction, but the key
difference is that, PCA uses discrete point data, while FPCA
uses functional data. The methods use an eigenvalue
decomposition of the covariance matrix to find direction in
the observation space along which the data have the highest
variability. The direction of variation in PCA is represented
by loading vectors, while in the functional context; each
principal component is specified by a principal component
weight function (t ) .
In this study, FPCA is conducted using the mean centered
curves zi (t )  xi (t )  x (t ), i  1,...,30 for 30 average
diurnal curves from 30 air quality monitoring stations in
Peninsular Malaysia. A degree three b-spline is chosen as the
basis, and k=15 equal number of basis functions were used in
the data conversion process. The number of basis k was
determined by applying the Bayesian Information Criteria
(BIC) to the functional mean curves, x (t ) of the 30 stations
[10]. The main aim of FPCA is to search for several
important (principal) components that can describe the major
variation in the PM10 curves. Before FPCA is conducted, it is

(2)

i 1

a set of
and
a

eigen-weight functions
set
of
eigenvalues

(t )  [1,..., m ]
  [1 ,...,  m ] by solving the eigen-equation problem
given by:

 v(s, t)(t)dt  (s)

(3)

Each principal component accounts for a different proportion
of the variability in the curves which is given by an
eigenvalue. The first captures the greatest amount of the
variation, the second captures the second greatest amount of
the variation, and so on, and are independently indicating
different information. In terms of the computational aspect,
the eigen-analysis problem is transformed into matrix eigenanalysis task, either by discretizing the functions or using
basis function expansion of the functions. In this study, a
basis function expansion method was used by adopting the
approach of [9]. The fda package in R or Mathlab software
may help in the computation of FPCA.
2.3.
Application of FDA and FPCA
For the purpose of the application of FPCA, an analysis is
conducted based on historical data consisting of the daily by
hourly PM10 concentration level from 30 air quality
monitoring stations in Peninsular Malaysia. The data were
obtained from the Air Quality Division, Malaysian
Department of Environment (DOE) for the period of records
from 2001-2010 focusing on the summer monsoon season
between June and September. The data were recorded as part
of a Malaysian Continuous Air Quality Monitoring using the
 -ray attenuation mass monitor (BAM-1020) manufactured
by Met-One Instruments Inc. Missing values in the data set
were replaced using the column median value of the available
data [12].
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3.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Before FPCA was carried out on the 30 mean centered curves
from the air quality monitoring stations, the optimal number
of principal component that needs to be retained for the data
set is first determined. The results given by the scree-plot in
figure (2) shows that the first three log eigenvalues seem to
be well above the linear trend. Thus, indicating that the
leading three principal components are sufficient to explain
the important variations in the diurnal curves.

Figure (2) Scree-plots of the important number of PCs

Figure (3 a,b,c) depicts the features of the eigen- weight
functions that explain the contribution hours to the PM10
variation for each PC. For PC1, the  1 (t ) defines the highest
mode of variation in the PM10 curves that is positive
throughout the day producing trend of a peak during the busy
hours and a valley around 3.00 pm and starts to increase
again during late evening hours until night. This means that
the greatest variability between air quality monitoring
stations will be found by heavily weighting morning and late
evening rush time hours of PM10 concentration. Supported
by [13], this pattern indicates contribution by vehicular
activity.
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PC2 coincides with the period of hours where photochemical
activity takes place. This pattern of variation also matches
the pattern discovered by [13]. Meanwhile, the third eigenweight function  3 (t ) shows more cycles of feature giving a
bimodal shape of contribution hours. The smaller peak is
during rush time morning hours and the second peak is during
night time. Positive contribution is identified only an hour
before and after 10.00 am and after 5.30 pm, while the largest
negative contribution is at 6.00 am in the morning.
Supported by [13, 14], the variation described by PC3 is
considered as the intensity of the variability in relation to the
contribution of the so called mixing factors.
To help interpreting the variation given by each PC for the
diurnal curves, the plot of the PC as the perturbations to the
mean curve in figure (4 a,b,c) is used. This is done by adding
and subtracting a multiple of each PC curve. Figure (4 a,b,c)
shows the effect of systematically increasing and decreasing
the score of each PC, the solid curve is the mean diurnal
curves of the 30 stations. Changes in the score for the PC1
produced a primarily vertical shift with an overall increase in
the PM10 concentration which occurred dominantly during
morning and evening rush hours. This means that the major
station-to-station PM10 diurnal cycle variability in Peninsular
Malaysia was dominated by variability of PM10 due to
vehicular activities. This pattern of variation and its
association with vehicular emission contribution is also
supported by the study of [14] and [15].

Figure (4) the average PM10 diurnal curves (middle line) and
the effect of adding (+) and subtracting (-) a suitable multiple of
each PC curve.

Figure (3) Contribution of time (hour) to the diurnal variation
shown by (a) PC1, (b) PC2, and (c) PC3 eigen-weight function
curve

The pattern of the second highest variation by eigen-weight
function  2 (t ) consists of positive contribution for the day
time hours which start after 10.00 am and end around 5.00
pm and negative contribution at other times. The trend of
high contribution hours during the daylight hours given by

Changes in the score of the PC2 produce a time shift before
and after daytime hours and tend to captures the day-night
contrast in the concentration level while changes in the score
of PC3 pick up the time shift (turning) effect that occurred
before and after morning peak hours and before and after
evening peak hours. A larger decrease in the PM10
concentration in the range between 1.00 to 7.00 a.m than
between 11.00 am to 4.00 pm was also observed.
Figure (5 a,b,c) displays the map of each of the three
principal component scores. Three different spatial patterns
of the scores were revealed. Figure (5a) shows that the
positive scores of the high component variation described by
PC1 delineated mostly along the coastal region of the western
part of Peninsular Malaysia. Two areas were identified to
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have been concentrated with PC1 variation: one is in the
northern coastal areas which include Prai and Sungai Petani
stations. Another area is the Klang Valley region which is
located in the western coastal area of Peninsular Malaysia.
Two spots of positive scores covering the area surrounding
the Kuala Terengganu and Balok stations in the east were
also observed. Noticeably, those areas with high positive
scores are busy urban areas and industrial activities. In
particular, the Klang Valley region is known as the
Malaysia's center of economy. Klang is also known as the
busiest urban site in the Klang Valley region which is located
near the main road, industrial area, and a port [15]. On the
other hand, the area at the latitude between 6.0 o to 6.2o in the
state of Kedah on the northern part of Peninsular Malaysia
and another area at the central part of the Peninsular Malaysia
which is located in Pahang with latitude between 3.5o to 4.0o
have the smallest negative scores. These areas with negative
scores are identified to be the rural area, surrounded by
agricultural activities such as padi field and rain forest.
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plot of the components' scores shown by figure (6 a,b)
provide a strong basis to relate the variation contributed by
PC2 with the influence of photochemical activity. For further
explanation, let's relate the behavior into the product of the
photochemical activity where a portion of secondary PM10 is
produced when O3 is high [16]. In addition, [17] has cited
that the secondary PM10 products are sulfates, nitrates, and
organic compounds. Those are the components emitted by
industrial activities. The larger variation contributed by PC2
in the industrial areas indicates that Peninsular Malaysia may
have been experiencing air pollution due the formation of
secondary PM10. The findings, thus, suggest that other than
the vehicular emission that has been identified as the major
local source, sulfate and nitrate PM10 could be the second
major local sources.
(a)

Fig(5) The spatial pattern of (a) PC1 (b) PC2 and (c) PC3
scores over Peninsular Malaysia region

Figure (5b) shows that PC2 identified high variation mostly
at the central and northern part of Peninsular Malaysia with
the highest score concentrated at the western part of Perak
and Kedah. The area to the east of the southern Johor state
experienced high positive PC2 variation. Another revealing
positive score also appeared near Shah Alam and expanding
towards Kuala Lumpur area in the middle of Selangor and a
location at the further southwestern area located near the
Bukit Rambai station in Malacca. In the eastern part, positive
score was also visible at the nearby Balok Baru station in
Pahang. Those affected areas are categorized as areas with
industrial background. Figure (6 a,b) provides evidence of the
influence of industrial activities to the high variations of
diurnal PM10 as described by the PC2 pattern. Figure (5c)
also shows that the third principal component (PC3)
explained the highest variation mostly over the northern part
of the Malaysian Peninsular. The highest of the positive
score centered in the northern coastal region within the area
of Perak.
The plot of principal component scores for PC1, PC2, and
PC3 given by figure (6 a,b) illustrates how the curves cluster
or distribute themselves according to their background
category. It can be seen that the majority of stations with
industrial background have high positive PC2 scores. Station
I24 (Taiping) was identified as the industrial station with the
highest PC1, PC2, and PC3 scores, while an urban station B2
(Klang) has the highest PC1 score. The results based on the

(b)

Fig(6) Plots of scores of PC1 versus PC2 (a) and PC2 versus PC3
(b) with different symbols and colors indicating different
background of stations: cross (blue)-Industrial, full circle
(black)-Background, diamond (red)-Urban, and empty circle
(black)- Sub-urban.

4.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, problems to investigate several distinct and
important patterns of diurnal variation of PM10 and its spatial
distribution across Peninsular Malaysia region during the
summer monsoon are considered. Statistical methods to
analyze the variation in the curves or functional data namely
FDA and FPCA were used. The application of FPCA gives
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several advantages: it provides the ability to visualize,
evaluate, and describe continuous variation of PM10 over a
day period. The diurnal PM10 variations provide meaningful
insight on the sources of the diurnal variation.
The FPCA eigen-weight function has been found to be a
useful visualization tool in understanding the variation, while
the eigenvalues for each of the component tell how much
(percentage) of emission has been contributed by the
dominant sources. The results have indicated that motor
vehicles emission is the main contributing source to the
diurnal variation in Peninsular Malaysia, which dominantly
exists at the western part of Peninsular Malaysia, followed by
industrial sources (dominantly exist at industrial locations)
other than meteorological condition and mixing factors which
dominantly affect at the northern region.
In conclusion, the results of this study have provided the
evidence that FDA and FPCA can be used as visualization
tools to understand the temporal variation of pollutant
concentration level as well as to provide insights on possible
sources of PM10 emission. Furthermore, the FPCA
eigenvalues can also be suggested as alternative approaches
for source apportionment study.
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